In the presence of Chern-Simons interactions the wave functionals of physical states in 2 + 1-dimensional gauge theories vanish at a number of nodal points. We show that those nodes are located at some classical configurations which carry a non-trivial magnetic charge. In abelian gauge theories this fact explains why magnetic monopoles are suppressed by Chern-Simons interactions. In non-abelian theories it suggests a relevant role for nodal gauge field configurations in the confinement mechanism of Yang-Mills theories. We show that the vacuum nodes correspond to the chiral gauge orbits of reducible gauge fields with non-trivial magnetic monopole components.
The role of magnetic monopoles in the confinement mechanism still remains elusive in QCD 3+1 in spite of the appealing conjectures based on the dual superconductor picture [1] . However in 2+1 dimensions where they play the role of instantons their contribution seems to be crucial for confinement. In compact lattice QED 2+1 it has been shown that the logarithmic perturbative Coulomb potential becomes linear by means of Debye screening of electric charges in a monopole gas [2] in a similar manner as vortices drive the KosterlitzThouless phase transition in the XY model [3] .
On the other hand, in 2+1 dimensional gauge theories there exists the possibility of having massive gluons while keeping gauge invariance. This is possible because in 2+1 dimensional space-time massless and massive vector-like particles have the same number of degrees of freedom. The generation of mass for gauge fields can be explicitly achieved in local terms thanks to the peculiar properties of the Chern-Simons term.
In such a case quarks are deconfined because no condensation of pseudoparticles can dramatically modify the exponential decay of gauge propagators. In fact, it has been shown that in compact QED 2+1 the confinement of electric charges is traded by that of magnetic monopoles [4] (see also [5] ), and the magnetic superconductivity picture of confinement is traded by a standard electric superconducting scenario. In this sense a topological mass perturbation realizes an electromagnetic duality transformation.
In this note we elaborate on the role of magnetic monopoles in a topologically massive Yang-Mills theory (YM TM ). The Hamiltonian of the theory in Schrödinger representation reads
where h is the metric of the 2D space. Physical states are constrained by the Gauss law
where D µ stands for the covariant derivative.
If k is not an integer there are no solutions of Gauss law (2) . This is the way the quantization of Chern-Simons coupling constant k appears in the canonical formalism [6] .
When k is an integer the solutions of the constraint equation (2) can be geometrically characterized as sections of a non-trivial line bundle defined over the space of gauge orbits M = A/G, i.e. the space of gauge fields A moded out by the group of gauge transformations G [6] . The Chern class of this bundle where the physical states live E(M, C) is c 1 (E) = k. Now, because the bundle is non-trivial any section (i.e. any physical state) must vanish at some gauge field configurations [7] . Such a behavior is in contrast with Feynman's claim on the absence of nodes in the ground state of pure Yang-Mills theory in 2+1 dimensions.
He used that property, suggested by a formal maximum principle, to argue that quarks are confined in 2+1 dimensions [8] .
If there is any relationship between the absence of confinement and the existence of nodes in the vacuum state of the theory with a Chern-Simons term it is possible to establish a connection between the configurations where the vacuum vanishes and permanent confinement.
In quantum mechanics the existence of nodes in the ground state is usually related to its degeneracy. In such a case, the position of nodal points is not relevant because they change from one state to another. However, in topologically massive gauge theories it has been claimed that the vacuum is not degenerated [9] . In such a case, the nodal points are also unique and the corresponding gauge configurations would play a role in the confinement mechanism.
The relevance of nodes was anticipated in ref. [7] , however, nodal configurations of the vacuum functional where unknown for a long time. In the present note we provide the solution for this longstanding problem.
In the abelian case, G = U(1), there is no topological reason for physical states to have However this is not the case because Gauss law imposes a very restrictive condition on physical states. In fact, if we integrate both sides of the Gauss law (2) we get
where B(A) = F 12 (A) is the magnetic field strength. The left hand side vanishes because under the integral we have a pure differential whereas the right hand side reduces to (kn/2)ψ(A), n being the magnetic charge carried out by the gauge field A. Consequently, for gauge fields with non-trivial magnetic charge (n = 0) the wave functional ψ(A) must vanish. This means that when k = 0 only the sections over the M 0 sector do correspond to physical states, i.e. H phys ≡ H 0 . The theory is exactly solvable and the vacuum state reads The same analysis holds in the non-abelian theory for gauge field configurations with non-zero total magnetic charge. However we will see that even in the sector of zero net charge there are some configurations where the states vanish.
Let us restrict ourselves, for simplicity, to the SU(N) case, although our analysis can be easily generalized for arbitrary gauge groups. Gauge fields are defined on a trivial bundle P = Σ × SU(N). Reducible gauge fields A can, actually, be defined on subbundles 
with µ i = c 1 (P i )/N i and where I i denotes the identity matrix of U(N i ). Thus, the infinitesimal generator of the group K t of gauge transformations φ(A¯) =Φ t | t=0 satisfies that d A φ(A) = 0, and
for any functional ψ(A). In particular, for physical states Gauss' law (2) implies that Tr φ(A)dA ψ(A) must vanish. Now,
and, therefore, if one of the magnetic charges c 1 (P i ) of the components of A is non null every physical state must vanish at that gauge field configuration, i.e. ψ(A) = 0.
However, reducible configurations do not exhaust all nodal configurations. The reason is that the topological arguments leading to the existence of nodes discussed at the beginning also apply to the orbit space of irreducible connections. Therefore, there should exist other genuine non-abelian configurations where physical states vanish. To find those configurations a more elaborate dynamical argument is required. In general, nodal configurations will not be the same for all physical states, only those with net magnetic charge satisfy this property.
Non-abelian, irreducible nodes depend on the physical state we consider. In the following, we will analyse the nodes of the vacuum state.
To study the vacuum state we need to minimize expectation value the quantum hamiltonian (1). For that it will be usefull to introduce the chiral components of the connection.
Having fixed a 2-dimensional metric h our 2D space Σ acquires a complex structure and this induces a chiral decomposition A = A z dz + Azdz of the gauge field. The component Az defines an holomorphic structure on the vector bundle E(Σ, C N ) associated to P . Conversely, once one fix an hermitian structure on E any holomorphic structure on E(Σ, C N ) defines a unique unitary connection A on P. This correspondence induces an isomorphism between the space of gauge fields A and the space Az of holomorphic structures on E(Σ, C N ).
In terms of the chiral components of the gauge field the physical states that minimize the "kinetic" term of the Hamiltonian (1) are of the form
ξ(Az) being any holomorphic functional of Az. The restriction of the Gauss law to those states reads
and it is analogue to the Gauss law of pure Chern-Simons topological field theory. In fact, one can identify these states with those of the Chern-Simons theory in holomorphic quantization [13] , [9] .
In Az there is an action of a larger group of symmetries, the group of chiral or complex gauge transformations G C . The action of h ∈ G C on Az is given by
and the isomorphism between A and Az induces an action of G C in A that extends the ordinary or unitary gauge transformations in G.
The relevance of these transformations comes from the fact that integration of the Gauss law (8) determines how the states with minimal kinetic energy change under chiral gauge transformations of the gauge field. In [13] it is shown that the states are multiplied by a non-null factor depending on A and h ∈ G C . Now, we have shown that physical states must vanish for reducible gauge fields with magnetic monopole components, therefore the states with minimal kinetic energy also vanish along their complex orbits. Generically, the gauge fields in those orbits are non-reducible and thus we obtain this way a larger set of nodes for these states.
One could argue that most of the fields belong to orbits of gauge fields without monopole components which define a dense set of A. From a quantum point of view it means that they are the most relevant configurations for the dynamical behavior of the theory. However, it turns out that they are the other orbits which are relevant for the discussion of the structure of vacuum states. In some sense, one can think of the space of gauge fields expanded by complex gauge transformations from configurations with non-trivial monopole components as a boundary of the space of all gauge field configurations. In this picture, the topological effects would arise as boundary conditions to be satisfied by the quantum states at those special configurations.
Atiyah and Bott [10] have studied in detail the action of the complex gauge group and they have shown that the chiral gauge orbits can be organized in strata of A. For higher genus Riemann surfaces the structure of the moduli space of flat connections is non-trivial and the states with minimal kinetic energy are not uniquely determined from the Gauss law (see [14] for the toroidal topology). There is a finite-dimensional space of physical states and they can have additional nodes for some particular flat connections. This nodes, however, are not physically relevant as they change from one state to another.
So far we have considered only the kinetic term of the hamiltonian (1) but the vacuum state should minimize the whole hamiltonian, which also includes a potential term. To understand how this term could affect the vacuum structure we need a more elaborate argument. The crucial remark is that, as we have seen, the vacuum as any other physical state has to vanish at reducible gauge field configurations with monopole components, but among those configurations there are the absolute minima of the potential term when we restrict to the corresponding strata [10] . This can be understood from the following remarks.
The flow defined by the gradient field of the potential term is tangent to the complex gauge orbits and such a flow has critical points at reducible configurations that are solutions of
Yang-Mills equations. These critical gauge configurations can be found in any strata of A, and it can be shown that the negative modes of the second variation of the potential at these critical points are orthogonal to their strata, which implies that they are local minima of the potential restricted to the those strata. The fact that they are global minima follows from the results of Atiyah and Bott [10] .
Vanishing of the wave functional Ψ 0 (A) along the chiral gauge orbits containing solutions of Yang-Mills equation with magnetic monopole components is, then, necesary to minimize the expectation value of H. It is not only required for the minimization of the kinetic term, but also for that of the Yang-Mills potential term, and it is a consequence of Ritz variational principle. Both terms of the Hamiltonian, the kinetic and potential terms conspire to make the vacuum to vanish on the orbits of gauge field configurations with monopole components.
It is obvious that we can not extend this argument to higher energy states.
This result explains why in the limit of infinite topological mass Λ → ∞ we recover the Chern-Simons states which by the same argument also vanish for the same configurations, and are completely determined by their values at flat gauge field configurations [13] . A similar result holds for an arbitrary gauge group G. 
